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Fun tional groups
There an be a number of fun tional groups, ea h modeled as a dierent
type, e.g. vertebrates, invertebrates, primary produ ers, ba teria, and
detritus. How the vertebrates are modeled depend also on if they are sh,
shark, mammals, birds or reptiles. The invertebrates are also modeled
dierently for infaunal, epibenthi and water olumn invertebrates. The
same is for the primary produ ers but they an be either epibenthi or not
and the ba teria is either in the sediment or in the water olumn. There
are three detritus groups: arrion whi h ontains dis ards, labile detritus
and refra tory detritus.
There are 52 fun tional groups in the I elandi model: 20 sh groups
(8 represented at a spe ies level), 5 mammals, 1 seabird group, 16
invertebrates, 5 primary produ ers, 2 ba teria and 3 detritus groups.
Vertebrates an have up to ten age- lasses ea h with multiple ohorts.
A vertebrate with maximum age 30 would have ten age- lasses and 3
ohorts in ea h age lass. A vertebrate with maximum age 6 would have
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Reprodu tion
The reprodu tion of the vertebrate groups an be modeled with number
of dierent fun tion in the Atlantis model. It an e.g. be modeled as
onstant per adult, with the Beverton-Holt fun tion or with the Ri ker
fun tion. In the I elandi Atlantis model the reprodu tion of sh groups
were modeled with the Beverton-Holt fun tion but the re ruitment of the
mammals and seabird groups were modeled as onstant per adult.
The time of spawning and re ruitment is set. At time of spawning the
spawning biomass is al ulated and the numbers of re ruitment. If the
ratio between reserve and stru tural weight is under a ertain value (i.e.
the group is starving) there will be no reprodu tion. The groups lose
a ertain proportion (usually 25-40%) of their biomass at the time of
spawning. The larval life stage is to modeled and the re ruitment omes
into the model at a time set whi h an be months after the spawning time.
The time of re ruitment is also the time when aging into older age lasses
takes pla e.
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Predation and onsumption
The onsumption rate of predators is usually modeled with Holling type
I-II in the Atlantis model. In the I elandi Atlantis model the onsumption
rate (CRij ) of predator j on prey i is modeled with Hollig type II as follows:

CRij =

Cj · aij · Bi
C Pn
1 + mum [ k =1 akj · Bk · Ekj ]

(1)

j

j

where mumj is the maximum growth rate and Cj is the learan e rate of
predator j . The ratio between the mum and the C ontrols how steep the
onsumption urve is (Figure). The Bi is the biomass of prey i , aij is the
availability of that prey to predator j , and the Eij is the assimilation rate
of prey i for predator j . The assimilation rate was set to 0.8 whi h means
that 80% of what the predator eats it an use for growth. The availability
parameter (aij ) is tuned to adjust the diet omposition of ea h predator.
The availability of ea h prey is also ae ted by the gape limitation of the
predator. A gape limitation is set in the model so that the prey has to
t into the mouth of the predator. This is usually set so that the prey
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Growth
The growth fun tions of the fun tional groups depends on their group type.
The growth of the primary produ ers depend on their growth rate and is
limited by nutrients, light and spa e.
The growth of invertebrates modeled as biomass pools depends on their
growth, (i.e. the proportion of their onsumption that an be used for
growth), respiration, what is lost be ause of predation or other mortality.
The growth for age stru tured groups (vertebrates) is divided between the
reserve and stru tural weight. What ae ts individual growth of vertebrates are the growth, respiration, and weight lost due to spawning. The
the model also tra ks the number of individuals of the vertebrates. the
hanges in numbers depend on re ruitment and ageing into the next age
group. It also depends on predation mortality and other mortalities.
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Mortality

Mortality an be modeled in many dierent ways and this also depends on
the type of the fun tional group. Predation mortality is modeled with the
onsumption fun tion, e.g. Holling type II. Additional mortalities that the
model is not able to at h an be modeled with linear and quadrati mortalities. Linear mortality is a onstant proportion that dies but quadrati
mortality is density dependent, i.e. it in reases as the density of the group
in reases.
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Movement and migration
The modeled area is divided into spatial boxes and into verti al layers.
The groups an have dierent spatial and verti al distribution whi h an
be allowed to hange from one season to the next. The distribution an
also be dierent between juveniles and adults. The groups an also have
migratory behavior and an migrate in and out of the model area.

Figure : Density of juvenile and adult
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Initial onditions

Initial onditions need to be set before the model an simulate the e osystem. The I elandi Atlantis model starts in 1948 and the initial onditions
are therefore set for that year. The initial ondition in lude total numbers
and individual weight for ea h age- lass of ea h vertebrate group and total biomass for groups not with an age stru ture (invertebrates, primary
produ er, et .). The model also requires initial ondition of the nutrient
on entrations (N, Si and O ) in the o ean.
2
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